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Podcast 6 Worksheet

Manchester United Fan - Brendan Fitzpatrick
Brendan talks about the recent top-of the table clash between Manchester United and Chelsea (1-1)

Pre-Listening
1. General
Which of the following players plays for Manchester United?
a. Robben, b. Carvalho, c. Saha, d. Lampard

2. Match each word with its meaning
1. adage

2. sprint

3. cue

4. precision

5. subsequent

a. short saying (often based on experience)

b. following

c. sign, prompt

d. accuracy

e. fast race

Listen and fill in the blank spaces.

The experts said that it was a game that could ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ the League, but
although it featured champions Chelsea and leaders Man United, a draw proved that the
old ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ is true, namely the title race is a ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ and
not a sprint and certainly not decided in November. Indeed, Man United sprinted out of
the blocks in the first half of this match. Crisp ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ and movement
seemed to unsettle the champions who were narrow in midfield and were exposed on
the wings. Louis ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿, who used Carvalho to unsight Chelsea keeper,
Carlo Cudicini, chose precision over ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ to steer United 1-0 up
before the break. It prompted a switch from Chelsea manager Jose Mourinho at half-
time with Arjen Robben brought on to provide much-needed width and enabling powerful
midfielder Michael Essien to maraud from the right back area. Man United
＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ unable to respond, perhaps highlighting their lack of cover on the
bench and the equalizer seemed inevitable. Again Carvalho and Saha were involved.
This time the defender ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ to meet Lampard’s cross and Saha could
only deflect his header to the net.

1-1 it finished and the cue for celebrations from Chelsea’s players at the end of the
match. A moral victory was how Mourinho put it at the end but ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿
midweek victories for both teams proved that the title race continues apace. After all,
you don’t win the title ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ Christmas, you can only lose it. Just ask
Liverpool Arsenal and Spurs.

Key Phrase

“A moral victory” – The result was not a victory, but one team proved better than the other.
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Answers

Pre-Listening
General 1
c. Saha

Pre-Listening 2
1. a, 2. e, 3. c, 4. d, 5. b

Listening

The experts said that it was a game that could decide the League, but although it
featured champions Chelsea and leaders Man United, a draw proved that the old adage
is true, namely the title race is a marathon and not a sprint and certainly not decided in
November. Indeed, Man United sprinted out of the blocks in the first half of this match.
Crisp passing and movement seemed to unsettle the champions who were narrow in
midfield and were exposed on the wings. Louis Saha, who used Carvalho to unsight
Chelsea keeper, Carlo Cudicini, chose precision over power to steer United 1-0 up
before the break. It prompted a switch from Chelsea manager Jose Mourinho at half-
time with Arjen Robben brought on to provide much-needed width and enabling powerful
midfielder Michael Essien to maraud from the right back area. Man United seemed
unable to respond, perhaps highlighting their lack of cover on the bench and the
equalizer seemed inevitable. Again Carvalho and Saha were involved. This time the
defender rose to meet Lampard’s cross and Saha could only deflect his header to the
net.

1-1 it finished and the cue for celebrations from Chelsea’s players at the end of the
match. A moral victory was how Mourinho put it at the end but subsequent midweek
victories for both teams proved that the title race continues apace. After all, you don’t
win the title before Christmas, you can only lose it. Just ask Liverpool Arsenal and
Spurs.


